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Technique for Loading the Landing Site On Board

This memo describes two methods for changing the value of
the landing site (5m) in the CMC. The first method is to directly
load the erasable locations and the second is to use P22 in an unortho-
dox way so as to load latitude, longitude/2, and altitude.

In the first method the astronaut rvould load locations 2025g

through 2032g (Colossus 2 and 24) (via V21N01) with the desired
numbers which may have been called over from the LM. The equi-
valent locations in the LGCare 20228 through 20278 (Luminary i and

1A).

In the second method the CMP may have gotten the data in
engineering units. In this case he rnay load it as follows:

1. I{e must first record tLte contents of three erasable
locations wtrich are used in the W-matrix to weight
the measurement.. After recording them they must
be set to zero. These locations are 20048 (WORBPOS),

20058 (WORBVEL), and 2006U (S22WSUBL).

2. Turn onP22 and at V05N70 load 10000 (known landmark
r,vhose coordinates are not stored) and PROCEED.

3. Load the new landing site data into V06NB9 and PRQCEED.

+, At V51 flash press MARK and then PROCEED (it makes

no difference r,vhere the optics are pointing).



PRCCEIID through V05N71 RZ = 10000 and V06NB9

(containing the nev,r landing site coordinates).

PRCCEtrD on V06N49. The AR and AV data will be

zero because of step 1.

PROCtrED on V06NBg (containing the new landing site
coordinates). This will have the effect of storing the

neq landing site in ElS.
Replace the old values back into locations 2004, 2005,

and 2006 (recorded in step 1)

To verify that this procedure has had the desired effect he

may select option 4 of. P52 and observe that the display of the landing
site (V06NB9) is correct.
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